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Animal Shelters in 2060 
Animal shelters all over the world are having problems 

but, I believe that in the years to come they could have less 
and less every day. 

 
When new animals arrive at the shelter the employees 

tend to find out what breed they are and if they have a 
microchip. Doing this usually takes up quite a bit of time but 
imagine if you could do in just a few seconds. With lots of 
new technology being invented in 2060 this idea will be no 
problem. The revelier scans the creature when they arrive 
and checks for microchips and what breed they are in a 
matter of seconds. It also takes a picture and immediately 
posts it on every animal rescue sight in the area. 

 
Once a day all animals will be able to interact with each 

other while the sprinkler 2.0 is at work. Most animal shelters 
aren't very clean because the employees don't have time to 
do it every day. The sprinkler 2.0 comes out of a 
compartment in the ceiling and sprays all of the holding 
areas with soapy water. Once the cleaning process is 
finished the sprinkler 2.0 will flip and turn into a dryer and dry 
everything completely off. 

 
Most animal shelters have a lack of public awareness 

but the projectadrone has a solution. The projectadrone goes 
out to the public and projects advertisements for the animal 
shelter. It also projects all the locations of the animal 
shelters in the city/town and it projects some of the animals 
up for adoption. If the projectadrone runs out of battery it will 



immediately fly back to its charging base. The projectadrone 
has a tracking device built in it just in case it ever broke 
down... If it did break down the animal shelter would track it 
down and send someone to retrieve it. 

 
As you can see There are so many ways that people 

could help animal shelters and these are just a few. I believe 
that in 2060 there will be so many fantastic changes to animal 
shelters. 


